In this paper I describe ~ system for the on-line semantic analysis of texts of up to paragraph length. It was programmed o~d applied in Q32 LISP 1.5 to material of two sorts: newspaper editorials and passages of classic~ philosophical argument. The immediate purpose of the analysis was to resolve the word-sense mmbiguity of the texts: to tag each word of the texts to one and only one of its possible senses or meanings, and to do so in such a way that anyone could judge the output's success or failure without knowing the coding system. The system tackles texts of up to paragraph length because I take it as a working hypothesis that many word-sense ambiguities cannot be resolved within the bounds of the conventional text sentence~ there simply isn't enough context available.
The system attempts to detect semantic forms (which I call templates ) directly in coded text, and not by means of a conventional syntax analysis. This restriction sets the present approach apart from the better-kno~ ones.
However, s~ approach like the present one still has to show how to obtain the information contained in a conventional syntax analysis, and I shall do that below° For each paragraph of text examined the systez derives a nested structure of the semantic templates, which can be thought of as its semantic representation. As I shsX1 show, it may be necessary for the system to enlarge its own dictionary in an on-line mode in order to obtain such a representation.
From a representation, a word-sense resolution o~ the text is read off and printed out, since the representation contains one and only one sense representation for each constituent word of the text.
The basic item, tha template, is intended to express, in coded form, the message content of an elementary clause or sentence. Thus, if we had to analyse the sentence "The old postman is angry", I would expect to match with it a template that could be interpreted as "A certain kind of man is in a certain state". Similarly, if analysing thQ clause "The wicked wizard", I would expect to match with it a tsmplate that could be interpreted "a man is of a certain kind". The main hypothesis of the system of sense analysis is that one can build up a 'proper semantic sequence' of such templates as a representation of "semantically compatible" fragments of text. At the end of the paper I shall discuss the possibility of ex~lig.at~n~ the difficult notion of "meaningful lan~age". But at the beginning I am assuming that, if a text is meaningful then its parts must cohere together in some structured way, and that "semantic compatibility" might express that way. This working hypothesis will also mean that the word-senses that can participate in such a proper sequence will be the appropriate ones. By "appropriate senses" I ~ean simply the dictionary word-senses that a translator of the text would wish to distinguish from the inappropriate ones.
By way of example, I shall consider the semantic compatibilities of the fragments of a p~ro~raph to be found in a'Tizes editorial in December 1966. As given below it has been frag~_e~e~ by functions whose operations I shall describe -,:, but I shall assume that it is comprehensible as a sequence of.twelve items: Let's now look at possible semantic compatibilities between fragments of the paragraph (marked with braces in the left hand margin of the figure above).
Fragments I & 2 are semantically compatible (beth essentially assert that a structure is of a certain sert: (I) that a system is changing, (2) that a structure is the public's.)
This requires that one takes "to be of a certain sort" in its usual wide logical sense to cover such notions as change and movement: .~ are semantically compatible (both essentially assert that something is moving in some way).
7&8
are semantically compatible (both essentially assert that the railways are near to us in time in some way).
are semantically compatible (both essentially assert that something is taking or removing something).
that s~me structure is changing or about to change).
Notice that semantic parallelisms of this sort between fragments are sufficient to resolve at least one ambiguity in each of the pairs of fragments:
for examplethe correct sense of "habits" for fragment 2 is "structure of behaviour", rather than the less-common "articles of dress". Thu_~s pointing out this parallelism is also selecting the appropriate sense of "habits".
THE TEXTS AND SEF~NTIC DICTIONARY
Ten paragraph length texts were chosen for analysis: five from randomly chosen Times~'editorials (data texts); and five from the works of philosophers, Descartes, Leibniz, Spinoza, Hume and Wittgenstein. The reason for the choice of ~his type of material will emerge in the discussion. Each paragraph was stored as a list of sentences on a LISP file, and an alphabetical concordance for the texts was obtained with the aid of standard routines.
From this the semantic dictionary was written.
The information stored for each dictionary entry word is a list of pairs, each member of which consists of a left-hand member which is a semantic formula such as (((THIS POINT) TO) SIGN) THING), and a right-hand member~which is a sense description of the meaning of the corresponding formula, such as (COIv~AS8 AS INSTRUMENT POINTING ~O~TH). Each such pair (called a sense-pair) corresponds to one sense of the dictionary entry word. The sense description (right-hand member of pair) serves only to explain to the operator, in ordinary language print-out, which particular sense of the word is being operated on at any give~ stage of the procedure. The sense .
descriptions are not used as data for computation, except for looking at their first item to get the ne~e of the word in question.
The purpose of the formulae is to encod%and so distin~ish the different sense~ of natural language words: one would expect to assigm a different formula to each major sense of a word that a good dictionary distinguishes. GRAIN~ (II,IV,~-I) any kind of structure or pattern.
(III) structural or pattern-like.
6.
The Roman numerals refer to the six types of bracket groups used by the dictionary maker in constructing formulae. 
8.
It can be seen from the example paragraph above that the functions described do not simply segment sentences in a linear manner. They also 'take out' certain kinds of clause from within a sentence and append them as separate sub-strings.
An example of this 'taking out' and reforming can be seen in the example paragraph reproduced above. The first two fragments read ((BRITAINS TRZnNSP0~T SYSTEm,S ,~E CH/~,fGING)(~D WITH IT THE TRLVELLING PUBLICS H~BITS)).
These are produced Irom a sentence that originally read "Brit~ine ~ransport system and with it the travelling publics habits are cheJ~ging". This sort of break-up leads to ~ apparent grammatical 'howler', namely a singular subject for a plural verb.
~ut for the purposes of semantic analysis by the present system that is not a disadvantage: it is more than outweighed by
having the text cut into sezanticelly acceptable units (see Halliday(4~ for the attachment of templates to them.
The fragmonted paragraphs are not passed directly to the template-matching procedure, but are first processed by a set of re-ordering functions. These inspect the fragmented output for a parag, raph and seek for qualifying phrases beginning with m~ker words like 'of' and 'for'. These are delimited at their other end by the character 'fo', and are placed as . as are a whole before the word they qualify/adjectives before the preceding noun and so on. 0nly after this rearrs~ugement are the fragments passed on to the matching functions.
The reason for the re-ordering is that when a template has been matched with a fragment, the subsequent routines seek for the qualifiers of a noun or verb only to the left of it. Thus a phrase "a book of rules" goes to the matching routines as "a of rules fo book".
9.
The purpose of the fragment unit is to define a unit of context between the word ~aqd thc sentence, as usually understood. I shall call "internal" those semantic routines which operate wholly within fragments, and "external" those which 
10.
The intuitive goal is that there should be just one string of templates in the set, and hence a unique ambiguity resolution of the text. However, the possibility of a number of independent resolutions cannot be excluded a priori.
Thus the outcome of applying these procedures to a text is either nothing, or a string of sense-explanations for the words of the text.
In the case where the outcome is nothing, further procedures are defined whereby the system returns, as it were, to the beginning, adjusts one or more dictionary entries in a determinate way and then tries again to resolve the text. Thus the positive outcome described may be achieved after any one of a finite number of tries.
As will be seen, there is a limit to the number of possible tries; and after it has been exhausted, the system has to conclude that the text cannot be resolved by this particular method.
The procedures of resolution can be put in the form of a set of phrase-structure rules which produce a nesting of frames of formulae from an initial paragraph symbol P. The rules are given in their generative rather than their analytic form, but I give the "lowest-level" rules first, because they are the ones applied at the first stage 0f an~ysis. The presentation will thus end up, rather than start, with highest level rules P÷..., where P is a "paragraph symbol" analogous to the sentence marker, S, in conventional gram~.ar.
I
Following what has been said above:
D.5. A frame for a fragment is a string of formulae such that each word of the fragment that has a (non-null) dictionary entry is represented by oue and only one formula, and that formula has the same linear order in the as the 11.
corresponding word in the fragment.
Thus the set of all frames consistent with this definition (and with the dictionary entries for the words of some fragment) constitutes an initial representation of a fragment in the system.
We can now define the fundamental notion of template.
D.6. A bare template is any concatenated triple of elements that can be produced by Rules I-6 below.
(The rules 6. are only a sample). In order to produce templates that can plausibly be interpreted as meaning structures for fragments -in that they correspond to the heads and fr~nes for the correct wordsenses of the fragments -it is necessary that classes of templates be produced in a given order.
R_~I. T + NI
There are four such ranks of classes, as shown by the following 
14.
Since (without the form (KIND+NI)) would always look for an active (verb) sense for"trans~o~t"and having found one, would be satisfied.
As I have described the process so far both bare template forms (FOLK+DO+GRAIN) and (GRAIN+BE+KIND) would be produced.
I shall show in the next section the additional procedures which produce the second of these in preference to the first Production of single full templates.
Further production rules limit the templates actually produced, and these require the notion of full template, 
16.
The six formulae so defined give content to the corresponding bare template (expressed by the heads of three of the formulae).
The rules 12-16 specify the other three formulae in such a way that each of them c~m be the qualifier of one of the formulae with a head defining part of the bare template.
The rules 12-16 (not given here for reasons of space) are, in effect, rules producin~ an ordered pair of formulae such that the first is ~m appropriate qualifier for the second. 'Thus rule 13i produces an adjective type of formula (one ending in KIND) before a noun-type of formula, and so on.
The full templates are the items with which the system really operates. They can be illustrated by contrast with bare templates by considering fragment 3 of the paragraph examined earlier. That fragment was "It is the old permanent way". Among the bare templates produced for it by the system are the following two:
( ( IT IS THE OLD P'Ei~I';~NENT WAY)
((THn~G BE SIGN) (((THIS THING) (IT .,S IN.~TII, X~TE Pi<ONOUN)) ((BE BE) (IS AS HAS THE P~0P'~RTY)) ( ( ( (l~d~ FOR) ( (~I~<E POINT) Fi<OM) ) (LINE SIGN) )
(w~Y -',s P:.T~ o~ a0UTE))))
((THING BE SIGN) , (((THIS THING) (IT AS IN/~NI~L.TE PI£0NOUN)) ((BE BE) (IS ~S H~,S THE PROPFAITY)) ( (((THIS THING) (TRUE USE) ) SIGN) (',~,~Y AS ME,~NS))) ) I
The fragment here is tied to two items, each of which iS a bare template triple followed by the three formulae in the sense frame which locate it (their last elements are the same as thosaof the t~mplate triple A point of The original Englis~ for the first two fragments of that paragraph was "Britain's transport system and with tt the travelling public's habits are cha~i~Ig".
((THING BE SIGN) (((0NE THING) (I~ ~,S IN~.~I~TE P~0NOUN)) ((BE BE) (IS LS m~S THE P~OPERTY)) ((((THIS THING) (TI<UE USE)) SIGN) (WAY AS ~m~ms)) NIL NIL ((NOTOH~,NGE KIND) (P~ENT AS UNCHi~GING))) ((THING BE SIGN) (((ONE THING) (IT AS INI,NI~TE PRONOUN)) ((BE BE) (IS 4S H~S THE mOPm~TY)) ((((WHERE IN) ((WHERE POINT) N~OI~)) (LINE SIGN)) (WAY AS PATH O~ ROUTE)) NIL NIL ((NOTCH~GE KIND)
The sense constructor" procedure. to supply an additional sense entry for the word that is holding the procedure up, if it can be found. Such a construction could thought of as adding a new rule F -a, where P is a formula and a word name, and so expanding to a new rule system as the system adjusts to the particular text.
In practice PARSPARA examined the value of a free variable BESTPARS each time it failed to parse a frame completely. It stored as th8 value of BESTPARS the parsing tree containing the templat~ that had been rewritten least.
It seemed a good first guess at the recalcitrant word that it was in template that 'cohered' least with its neigbours. Another speculative interest of the present system might be its application to the speec~ patterns of schizophrenics.
Schizophrenic discourse seems (6) to be meaningft~1 within the boundaries of units of the same order of length as the clause or phrase. The trouble is that these units don't seem to fit together in a coherent ~ay in the schizophrenic's 29~ speech pattern; ~; system of the present sort, which tries to make such items cohere, might conceivably provide a measure of "sem~tic disorder" in such cases.
~ number of connexions can be made also between the semantic structure assigned to a text by the present system and that assigned by formal logic. These connexions have been invest~ai:e4 in the cases of the five philosophical paragraphs, which have a form sufficiently like the one required by formal logic° These connexions are of some interest in view of the almost total neglect of the sense-~biguity of natural language words by formal logic.
One can, for example, interpret the present system so as to create a notion of "valid ~d useful" argument.
It has long been recognise~ tha~ an argument can be formally valid (and even hmve true premiss~s) ~d yet bc completely useless. This is usually due to a genuine ~o~mbiguity in the arg~ment~ For exs~ple, the followin~ is perfectly valid: 
